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Arusha Women School of Internet Governance
(AruWSIG21) in summary
Arusha Women School of Internet Governance (AruWSIG) is a premier
programme whose overarching aim is to mentor girls and women in Arusha
(Tanzania) and its environs, through professional digital rights outreach
symposia and hackathons on the topic of Internet Governance and policy.
This year’s AruWSIG was the fourth edition, with the third edition having taken
place in 2020, the second in September 2019, and the first in April 2018.
The theme for this year’s edition was: Fostering Access, Safety and Inclusivity
in the pandemic age.
AruWSIG’s primary objective is capacity building of aspiring Internet
Governance and policy women leaders capable of leading Internet Policy
discourses and related activism at national, regional level and international
levels.
The SIG was funded by Article19 East Africa, Facebook, ICANN, Localization
Lab,Mozilla, and Paradigm Initiative (PIN).
Arusha, Tanzania – Kuza Steam Generation (KsGEN) in conjunction with Centre for
Youth Empowerment and Leadership (CYEL), co-convened the annual Arusha Women
School of Internet Governance (AruWSIG21). The 4-day hybrid event (onsite and
virtual) - owing to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic restrictions - was held at Obuntu
hub, Arusha, Tanzania, from 12th – 15th September 2021.
This year’s AruWSIG was the fourth edition, with the third edition having taken place
in September 2020, the second in September 2019, and the first in April 2018.
The school’s primary objective was capacity building of aspiring Internet Governance
and policy women leaders, and in the second year running, took place at a time
Covid-19 pandemic continues to exacerbate the digital gender divide gap, meaning
Girls, women, and marginalized groups are least likely to have access to Internet
connectivity.
The school attracted sponsorship from Article19 East Africa - an organization working
to safeguard freedom of expression and information, Facebook, ICANN - the global
multi-stakeholder organization that coordinates the Internet Domain Name Systems
(DNS), IP addresses and autonomous system numbers, Localization Lab - a Not-forprofit organization whose mission is to support the translation and localization of
digital safety tutorials and tools geared at addressing security, privacy and anonymity
online, Mozilla - a global nonprofit dedicated to keeping the Internet a global public
resource that is open and accessible to all, and Paradigm Initiative (PIN) -an
organization working to connect underserved young Africans with digital
opportunities, and ensure protection of their rights.
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#AruWSIG21 in the Numbers
31 fellows (24 onsite, 7 virtual) from around Tanzania(Arusha, Dar es Salaam,
Dodoma, Shinyanga, Iringa, Mbeya) were supported to attend the three day
hybrid event through the fellowship programme; in the continued spirit of
inclusivity, 5 fellows were men.
The SIG faculty consisted of 26 facilitators (9 onsite, 17 virtual) from 5 different
countries i.e. Tanzania, Kenya, the Netherlands, Germany and South Africa.
A total of 22 sessions were conducted by the SIG faculty (10 Onsite, 12 virtual),
including localization sessions carried out on day 0 (pre-event), Mozilla Voice
Donation sessions, and Tactical Tech’s mini session conducted on day 4.
2 participants were women with hearing impairment; with 2 sign language
interpreters handy to ensure their inclusion throughout the event.
#AruWSIG21 trended on Twitter at #4 in Tanzania, and was among the top 40
trends in Kenya.
3,583 words of Pollicy’s ‘Digital Rights are Women’s Rights’ manual, were localized
into Swahili.

#ArUWSIG21 PARTNERS
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Day 0 (pre-event) Localization Day
Day 0 (pre-event) was solely reserved for a hands-on sprint. Joining the event
virtually, Cecilia Maundu, Localization Lab Program Associate, gave an overview of
the mission of Localization Lab, its work, as well as the associated benefits of
localizing digital security tools into Swahili.
This onsite event was led by Louis Lloyd, with the support of Peter Mmbando (both
alumni of #AruWSIG19).
The duo guided the fellows in the localization of Pollicy’s ‘‘Digital Rights are Women’s
Rights’’ manual into Swahili.
At the end of this localization sprint, 3,583 words had been translated into Swahili.

Lesson/s Learned:
- Participants learnt about localization and benefits of localizing content
into Swahili.

Day 1 of #AruWSIG21
Day 1 kicked off with opening remarks from AruWSIG co-founders - Rebecca
Ryakitimbo, and Bonface Witaba.
Rebecca and Bonface, who are also the event co-convenors, gave a brief history of
ArUWSIG, its previous editions, and milestones achieved to date.
The day’s first session was conducted virtually by Bob Ochieng, ICANN regional
stakeholders’ engagement manager.
In his presentation, Bob explained ICANN’s role in coordinating the Internet DNS, IP
addresses and autonomous system numbers.
The second session was conducted virtually by Mr. Ekai Nabenyo, Paradigm
Initiative’s (PIN) Program Officer - East Africa. The session unpacked PIN’s AYETA
Digital Security Toolkit, a proactive toolkit for African digital rights actors.
Ekai emphasized that the toolkit, available in English, Swahili and French, provides
digital security tips, measures to be taken against potential threats, and includes
detailed information about digital security actors, as well as relevant digital rights
events in Africa - among them #AruWSIG.
The toolkit, he added, consisted of an interactive online game, whose overarching
aim is to test one’s knowledge on digital safety.
Next in line was ‘Engendering Digital Safety in Tanzania’, a session that was cofacilitated by Peter Mmbando - AruWSIG19 alumnus and digital rights activist, and
James Laurent, a digital safety expert. The session gave a historical analysis of
Women’s activism, the challenges women face in the digital spaces, and solutions to
a gender-just internet.
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Two subsequent sessions were conducted virtually, and were as follows:
Movement Building to trustworthy AI: This session was facilitated by the Common
voice Mozilla Foundation team of Chenai Chair and Kathleen Siminyu. They were
joined by Mozilla’s Program Officer Roxy Odoyo. The panel discussed how to push for
inclusive Artificial Intelligence(AI) particularly looking at the broader work of Africa
Mradi, a project by Mozilla foundation which encompasses the work done on The
Common Voice Platform. The panel also delved deeper into an understanding of Voice
Technology and the work on African languages bearing examples from work done in
Kinyarwanda, Luganda and currently, Kiswahili. This was rounded up by questions
from the participants on how they can engage with the project on building the
Kiswahili voice data sets.
Going Digital - Impact on Mental Health & Wellbeing: The session was facilitated by
Farhan Yusuf, a mental health advocate. Farhan deliberated the consequences of
Covid-19, citing that it had led to an increase in various mental health related
challenges such as anxiety, depression, and Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
He showcased the correlation between digital spaces and mental wellbeing, adding
that while technology had brought numerous advantages, its excessive use had
adverse effects on mental health. Farhan stressed the importance of social media
breaks and psychosocial support, as a way to unplug and improve mental health.
Digital tools for women and youth: This session was led by Gabriel Joseph from
Obuntu hub who tackled the how and what tools exist for women and youth to fully
utilize the digital world.These tools ranged from content creation and posting, Google
for business, advertising online among others. The session took participants through
aspects of digital marketing and how to build a meaningful presence online.
Internet Access and Affordability - Impact on Women’s Use of Digital Platforms, a
session facilitated by Article-19’s Winfred Gakii, shed light on the immense
opportunities digital transformation offers economies and societies.
Winfred reiterated that despite this development, the benefits were not equally
balanced between societal groups and genders. She added that access, use and
ownership of digital tools were not gender-neutral.

Gakii cited GSMA’s Mobile Gender Gap Report 2018 report, which revealed that over
1.2 billion women in low- and middle-income countries do not use mobile Internet.
Furthermore, the report estimated that women were, on average, 10 percent less
likely than men to own mobile phones, and 26 percent less likely than men to use
mobile Internet. In Tanzania, for instance, women were 41 per cent less likely to use
mobile Internet services. Some of the causes of digital divide, she elucidated,
included hurdles to access; affordability; education (or lack thereof); lack of
technological literacy; and last but not least, socio-cultural norms that lead to genderbased digital exclusion.
Winfred recommendations were: collecting and disaggregating data on Internet
access, and using it to understand and measure the gap with a view to inform policy;
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integrating a gender perspective in strategies, policies, plans and budgets; fostering
measures to address the barriers; and last but not least, enhancing cooperation
between stakeholders.
Exhibitions: There were two exhibitions made; one virtually and one onsite.
Exhibition 1: The case of Online learning from Kisomo App
The session was facilitated by George Akilimali, founder and director of Smartcore
Enterprises, who presented on their journey in creating digital learning online
content in efforts to revolutionise Tanzania’s EduTech sector. The participants were
given a live demo on how to join and navigate the platform both on the web and the
app.
Exhibition 2: Artificial Intelligence for Health by Dr. Elsa
This session was presented virtually by Megan Allen from Inspired Ideas, a tech
company revolutionizing health through the use of Artificial Intelligence. She took the
participants through their products and how AI can be leveraged to address some of
the pressing challenges of health across Africa.

Lessons Learned from Day 1:
The role of ICANN in number resource management
Digital safety, Internet shutdowns, measurements and circumvention tools
Impact of digital technologies on mental health and wellbeing
Impact of Internet accessibility and affordability

Day 2 of #AruWSIG21

Tuesday, which was day two of the event, kicked off with digital security 101, a
session by Esther Lugoe Mengi - founder of Serensic Africa. Esther took fellows
through digital safety essentials, in the quest to help participants practice smart
Internet habits and stay safe online.
The second session ‘Capacity Building at ISOC to bridge the Digital Divide’, was
facilitated by Esther Kioni - Internet Society. This session highlighted the various
online courses offered by The Internet Society (ISOC) - technical and non-technical, as
well as the moderated and the self-paced.
How the Internet is changing Narratives in rural Tanzania, was the day’s third session,
and was conducted by Catherine Kimambo of the Basic Internet Foundation
Tanzania.
In her presentation, Catherine shared initiatives her foundation was undertaking to
bridge the digital gender divide in rural Tanzania. These, she said, included e-healtha project disseminating health information through videos in local languages, and elearning - a school connectivity project aiming to establish local educational
infrastructure for Internet access in schools. Catherine elaborated that the
foundation.
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provided capacity building to teachers in target schools; established digital learning
platforms in schools; and drove dialogue around meaningful connectivity with
government bodies and other relevant partners in the digital ecosystem in Tanzania.
Digital inclusion in a post-Covid era, a session by Dr. Kadian Davis-Owusu, Fontys
University of Applied Sciences - The Netherlands, was next. In her presentation,
Kadian pointed out that Covid-19 had exacerbated the digital divide gap. This, she
said, had had adverse effects on education and healthcare, owing that many could
not access technology for pedagogy, and e-health. Kadian called on the urgent need
to bring 3.7 billion people online, in efforts to bridge the already widening digital
divide gap, and equalize access to education and healthcare during, and after the
Covid-19 pandemic.
Common voice: Voice donation drive, was an introductory session led by Britone
Mwasaru, a Kiswahili Common Voice Fellow at Mozilla. Britone led the participants on
what common voice is, how to navigate the platform and make voice donations as
well as validate the clips collected. This was followed up with a 30 Minutes voice
donation session which birthed 169 contributed voice clips from the participants.
The fifth session was Personal Data and Political Elections, by Dr. Amber Macintyre,
of Tactical Tech. Amber discussed types and categories of personal data, their
sources, and how they are prone to manipulation by data-consultants, and political
parties, in the quest to influence political discourses.
Madeline Kimei, Lawyer and Founder iResolve Tanzania, presented on ‘Salient
Features of the .TZ (dotTz) Domain Name Regulatory Framework’. In her
presentation, Madeline revealed that there were 21,971 registered .tz domain
names, with 60 accredited Registrars in Tanzania. She then discussed Domain Name
Dispute-Resolution concerning generic Top Level Domains (gTLD), and Country Code
Top Level Domains (ccTLDs). With regard to Intellectual Property and Domain
Dispute Resolution Framework, Madeline elaborated the process an aggrieved
Domain Name (DN) Holder undertakes against an Accredited Registrar (AR), as well
as a Third Party.
In her concluding remarks, she reiterated the need to; create robust policies,
standards and guidelines; create awareness/sensitization of the available
mechanisms; and last but not least, build capacity for Domain Name holders,
lawyers, and other related
stakeholders.
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the age of Covid-19: The past, present and future, by Dr.
Tupokigwe Issagah, followed. Tupokigwe discussed examples of AI applications;
ethical principles; AI applicability and contribution to the management of Covid-19
pandemic.
Tanzania, she concluded, needed to chart an AI path by fostering Data governance;
AI Policy, an AI regulatory body; conducting training and workshops regarding AI
ethics; and developing standards and guidelines for AI design and usage for specific
disciplines.
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Women Safety Online, was facilitated by Facebook: Desmond Mushi, Suzan Elsayed,
and Sarah Muyonga discussed in depth the safety on Facebook’s trilogy i.e
Instagram,
Facebook and WhatsApp. Participants were taken through the process of how to
report abusive content and staying safe while navigating these platforms.
Issues around privacy and data protection were brought up, and #AruWSIG
participants provided feedback on aspects of the platform that they would like to see
improvement on, for instance disappearing messages on whatsApp, and how to take
down shared content on WhatsApp.
Social Media Marketing, a session Mariam David, Social Media expert and AruWSIG19
Alumnus, wrapped up the day.

Closing ceremony
Following a competition for the top / best tweets under the #AruWSIG21, fellows
Wivini Mtende and Vanessa Malick emerged joint winners, and were awarded a cash
prize each.
Bonface Witaba - AruWSIG co-founder / co-convenor, together with Catherine
Kimambo - AruWSIG21 faculty, then issued certificates to the onsite fellows.
The fourth edition of the SIG drew its curtains with an official group photo, and Peter
Mmbando, the moderator declared the event adjourned.

Official #AruWSIG21 Fellows Photo
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Wednesday 15th September: Mozilla Swahili Voice Donation day,
Tactical Tech data governance mini-session
This half-day event, outside the official SIG days, was conducted on Wednesday, and
sought to carry out a voice contribution drive building up from the previous day’s
introductory session on Common Voice. This half day sprint gave participants the
opportunity to:
1. Donated voices on the Common voice platform: Up to 2299 clips were recorded
adding up to 2hrs and 44 minutes of record voices.
2. Validate clips: Up to 65 clips were validated.
3. Give feedback on platform glitches. Contributors noticed that using phones
limited contributing many clips, and that the platform would jam after 50
donations.

Tactical Tech data governance mini-session
Peter Mmbando, a previous attendee of Tactical Tech’s ‘Data-Driven Technologies
Virtual Workshop’, facilitated a mini-session on data governance, a Tactical Tech
supported session on personal data and elections.
The goal of this session was to conduct a survey with the SIG’s fellows, geared at
understanding current opinion on the use of personal data by political parties and
private companies in elections (see annex 2.0 for survey results)
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Official Mozilla Swahili Voice Donation Day Photo
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Annex

1.0 #AruWSIG21 Evaluation
[Data not available]

2.0 Tactical Tech Data Governance Survey
Survey respondents 110 (34 onsite, 76 online)

1.Are you aware that personal data is used by political parties during political
elections?
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3. What type of personal data you are comfortable with politicians using
for their election campaigns?
Contact information (Phone number, Email address)
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Demographic data (Age, Gender, Place of Residence etc.)
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Browsing History

Percentage (%)
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Information collected through your device's microphone or
camera
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Financial Records (Purchases, Credit Card History)

Percentage (%)
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4. What uses of personal data do you think are acceptable?
Marketing companies using your data to target you with
personalised advertising
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Political parties using your data for targeted election messages

Percentage (%)
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Political Groups and NGOs using your data to communicate their
work to you.
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Private companies using your data for improving a product
design
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3.0 Media Coverage links
IPP Media:
https://www.ippmedia.com/sw/habari/wanawake%20wapewa-mafunzomatumizi-ya-mitandao?
utm_campaign=shareaholic&utm_medium=whatsapp&utm_source=im
Daily News Digital:
https://youtu.be/RYEHWGcWs88
Media Coverage
(https://drive.google.com/folderview?
id=1ak9GTsqFqlwp51XSaT7JLitas3HvwN3L)
4.0 Link to pictures:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1pTntTVzvOh9PPmifLpt5BC8bofXQ5Cs
5.0 Link to #AruWSIG21 faculty and Sponsors:
https://www.ksgen.or.tz/aruwsig21/
6.0 Onsite Report by: #AruWSIG21 Team
Additional Reporting and Compilation by: Rebecca Ryakitimbo
Edited / reviewed by: Maryanne Muriuki
Designed by: Shadrack B. Mwesa
Special appreciation to onsite #AruWSIG21 Team:
Peter Mmbando
Louis Lloyd
Diana Mokanga
Bonface Witaba

#AruWSIG21 Onsite Team. L-R: Louis Lloyd, Peter Mmbando, Catherine
Kimambo, Bonface Witaba, Diana Mokanga.
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Imprint

Disclaimer: Views expressed here are solely those gathered by the
author(s) and should not necessarily be construed to be those of any of
the organs or agencies nor of any other organisation(s) and or person(s)
mentioned or discussed.
This report is released under cc-by-sa 4.0 International license, and
translation into other languages is encouraged. For more information,
please contact the author(s) and or KsGEN - programs@ksgen.or.tz and
CYEL - admin@cyel.africa.
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